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IBayesian Reliability Growth Model
STEIPHEN AL. 'OLLOCK-
Abstract-A model is presented for the change (growth) in simple, conitaininig perhaps onily onie component, o0 it canl
reliability of a system during a test program. Parameters of the be extremely complicated. The oinly characteristic we shall
model are assumed to be random variables with appropriate prior
density functions. Expressions are then derived that enable esti- use o distinguis among dges of coplexitisthe
mates (in the form of expectations) and precision statements (in the number of different identifiable ways it can stop function-
form of variances) to be made of: 1) projected system reliability at inig, i.e., the inumber of failuire modes.
time T after the start of the test program, and 2) system reliability
after the observation of failure data. Numerical examples are pre-
sented, and extension to multimode failures is indicated. Background
The subject of reliability improvemeint, by meaiis of
INTROI)UCTION conlscious efforts oii the part of designiers, test eingineers,
Reliability Growlth customers, etc., has beeni of interest since the begiininigs of
TE CONSIDEI the following situation. A system reliability analysis. The modelitng of such growth pro-N'A. has some given value of a measure of reliability at cesses has followed, for the most part, a common procedure:formulas arIe presented thatl are inltenlded to repres<enlt thethe begininiiiig of a length of time (i.e., at the start, of a test forouvth f preliaity (or, eqivalently, th derese in
period), and at the enid of this period the value of this g. . ..
measurehas cha.iged-hopefully, improved .This chaiige failure rate or failure probability) as a functioni of time.measure has chalnged hopeful improved. ThiFs changue Thsfomlscnanukwnpr ets,ndib-
may be caused by a number of factors. We are conceried,
' comes an exercise in statistics to finid appropriate estimateshowever, with only thoFse facetors that aIre thle reKsult of al
aand confidenice statements for these parameters as a func-
coiiscious effort on the part of an iiiterested observer,the tioIn of observed failure dat-,a. Such methods are found, for
experimeniter": an attempt to improve or correct the example, ii [51, [13], [18], [19]. Comparisons of such
system by physical manipulation (such as componiit models by use of artificial data are founid in [4], [S].
replacement. or adjustment) or possibly a design chaige. A similar approach assumes that little is known about
AWTe concerii ourselves with the sort of information that the underlyinlg failure behavior of the system, iii which
should be, at least, the contenit of aniy ancalysis of such a case an "almost" noiparametric analysis is made upon,
situatlon of reliability change. This contenit, falls into two o .si I
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~thelimitlnig value of relevarlt f,allure r1ates or probalblitiles.categories: inrfererice and projectioin. In particuilar, anl This iS summrized in [1].
anialysis should be able to produce st,atemenits (by neces- Bayesin techiques have been used only recently. A
sitv, probabilistic onies), oni the basis of the model anid the o B a of ab
< 7 n~~~~~~~~~~~~~iorlparalmetric Bayesian alrlalysivs of al failure probalbility,failure history to date, related to: constrained to be only nonincreasing in time may be
1) inference the presenit value of the ielilbility, .and nmodeled by the technique shown by Samuel [17]. Larson
2) projectioin the reliability at some future time, with [12] has extended aii earlier classical model [11] to produtce
or without coiitinued applicatioin of the correctionl Bayesian estimates of parameters of a growth model.
(growth) process. Finally, Cozzoliino [6] has preseinted a Bayesiati aplproach
to a general class of growth models wiTth regard to making
In order to make such statements, we shall first discuss mitnimum-cost decisionis aboout length of tests (and burn-in
two basic models that allow only a sinigle failure mode for procedures.
both discretely and continuously failing systems. This -None of these analyses, however, preseints explicitly
coinditioii will be relaxed in a later sectioii dealinig w0-ith both the iinferential and projective statements mentioned
systems havinig many failure modes. in the precediing. In addition, if the teclhi(ues availlble
A comment about the use of the word "system." As used inl the literature were to be used for a s;ystem t,hat wxas
inl this paper, it shalll mean simply a piece of eqIuipment either nlot improving iii reliabilit,y or, fin fact,, actually
that haFs aii cassignled taskt to perform. If it does not per- deterioratinlg (naturallly, or because of well-inltenltionled
for7m, it is saIid to have faliled. The ssystem can be very interventioni), the results wXxould be mealiiingless anld mis-
* leading. In pracltice, uiifortunaltely, t.here iss oftenl a iieed to
Mlanulscript receive 'ebruary 18, 1968. The research wvas sulp- have an inlferentiatl technlique that wvould spot sulch de-ported by the U.S. NaV Special Projects Office, Sp-114. teriorationl, as well a,s onle equally goodl at dleterminling
The author is with the S)epartmenlt of OperatioiIb Analysis, U.S. aprritgowhcrceisc.
Naval Postgradulate SchooT, MIonterLey, Calif. 93940.) proraego-tchat;rtc.
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Notation The niumerical value of the failure rate r depenids upon
The followinig notationi will be used inl the descriptioni which state the system is in.
anid analysis of the problem introduced previously. If the system is in the unirepaired state U, thenr = X.
Capital letters stand for evenits or states of niature. \ If the system is in the repaired state R, thein r =
Ani overlinied variable,' e.g., x, is a ranidom variabl The niumbers X anid A can be any nonnegative values(RiV). >X1tand, in fact, A is ofteni zero. WheniA is not zero if the system(RV)is "repaired," it still exhibits failures although the failure
fx(x) probability density functioni (pdf) of the RX .: rate ,u, when repaired, might be quite low.
Pr [X < x < X + Ax By virtue of a test program, the system chaniges statesfJ(x) _ lim - in the followiing restrictive way. After every failure, if the
Ax-ZO system is in U, it 1) goes to R with probability a, the
6(-) Dirac delta functioni2 "repair probability"; or 2) remains in U with probability
P(A|B) I'r {evenit A giveni evenit B has occurred} (1 - a). If the system is in R, it remains in R wvith proba-
JX(xlA) coniditionial pdf of x given A has occurred: bility onie. Thus there can be only one trainsitioni to state
lPr{<< *< + AxIA R; once the system is repaired, it remainis so.fA (xIA) 5 lim - The repair attempt happenis inistanitaneously, after
AXo0 Ax which the system operates until the time of the rnext failure,
E(Q|A) coniditionial expectation of sT giveni A: this time being again a random variable with failure rate
E (Jr-,j|A) f- (x A)dx dependinig upon whether the system has beeni put intox(~A) = jxf~(x A)dx state R or has remaiiied in state U.
TV(.XIA) conditionial variance of T giveii A: At anly time the state of the system, i.e., whether or niot
17(- A - [ IW 1) 2 it has yet been repaired, is ktnowvn probabilistically to theV.r A) - j[xr - (i A) ]fJI(x}A)dx observer, and concilisioiis as to whether or niot. the system
The letter H will be used to deniote the event (state of is repaired can be drawni only by observing the basic data:
nature) "historical experience," all the prior klnowledge the successive failure times oIr, e(quivalently, the times
that is available conicerning the model, values of param- betwN-een failures.
eters of the model, etc. Probabilities and pdf's coniditioned In the above model it is easy to see that the system
olily upoII H are called a priori, or prior. J ultimately4 vill go to state R. Thus if u < X, the failure
A vector is indicated by boldface itcalic type with the rate of the system wvill eventually decrease, arid the relia-
vect.or dimenisioni inidicated in parenitheses, e.g., t(n) = bility will grow. Oni the other- ha,fnd, if A > X, the systemn
(tl,t2,t3, ,tn)). 4 reliability is degraded by such a t.est routine.
THE CONTINUOUS MODEL
Description Otutline of Approach: Some Ba!yesian Considerations
If the nlumerical values of the paJrameteris a, ,u, anld X areConisider a system that has a sinigle failure mode with the kw t. becm esa fsthtforardpb to a kekiiowil, it becomes a straightforward problem to makvetime betweeni failures 7 a random variable with probability probabilistic statements about the failure rate r at any
dellisity funcUtion Itime, oni the basis of any giveen amounit of failure iniforma-
fr(t) = .re-rn O < t < co . tion. This is essenitially because the value of r depenids only
uponl the state of nature (U or R), arid the transition fromTheparaetericommonycalledhefailrerateo to R is an extremely simple process. If the values of these
system or, more properly, of the particular mode of failure. parameters are unknon, however, then various methods
Since all relevanit measures of reliability for an exponeni-
tially failing system can be obtaiied from knowledge of may be used to make inferenices about them anid then, in
nfapoii its turn, to make statements about r. This qtuest is, of course,tealereiwibeuiintoocta wiiithini the purview of classical statistics, arid referenice has
character-ist-ics onlly.3
chaeriystemics,atonly. time, in oie of two possiblesttesbeen made to literature cotncerniing the estimation andTh s stem i , at a time inuoe ofetw pAssociated confidence intervals of P)arameters of models(%aian, with respect. to a single failure mode)~ iia oteoetrae eesimilar to the onie treated here.
U unrepaired stat.e The approach chosen is a purely inferenitial onie. We
I? = repaired st.ate. (1i >8 state that, before anly experimentaltionl is donle, the failure
rates associated with states U anld R? are, respectively, the
random variables X tand i. XVTe shall assume that the repairThis nlotation sulggested by the editorial staff.*-
2 1)efiuied mlost conlvenienltly as a limit: ^(x) = liml {h(x,e)] wher7e probability a iS know;n.'
+0 ~~The joint probability density funcetionl of t.he ranldom
h(,E 04E xte:i e variableFs X and gi, before experimenltationl beginls, must be
3A conIcepVt Illy simple butt laboriouls extenlsionl of all t.he resullts of As long as a # 0.
this paper is possible when it is postulated that r is in fact a knOwrl 5 AR obvious extension)r of the model resullts if a is also assulmed to>
fulnction of time since last failulre. be a random variable.
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given, and it is assumed that this is in fact known. This Furthermore, we see that
(most likely subjective) prior density function is denoted P(U,!Fi) = Pr {system is in U at r given that itby fa(XI,,fIH).
After some experimentation and possible correction a goes to R at the ith failure}
series of failure times t(n) = (tl,t2,. ,tn) is noted. Use of
the definition of conditional probability allows one to = Pr {less than i failures in time r while in U}
determine the posterior density function: i1 (r)' e- (5)
fx4,(Xq,MH,t(n)). i=00 !
Since the failure rate of the system at any time is a func- Changing the order of the summation in (3) gives
tion of both X and ,u, it is itself a random variable r with (0)j
its own pdf. P(UT) = E E NW e_XTa(1 -a)-
The purpose of this study is to determine this density i=0 i=ij+1 j
function for r, both at the outset of a test period and as a co (X-r)§
function of a given set of subsequent failure data. In addi- = E e XT(1-a)i = e (6)
tion, we shall make statements concerning the density =
function, and its moments, for the failure rate r at any This result can be verified by noting that the rate of
given time in the future. transition from U to R is aX, since
Known X and ,u: Reliability Projection Pr {transition from U to R in AT}
First suppose that X and u are deterministic and their = Pr {failure in ATj U} Pr {repair} = XATra
exact numerical values are known. The failure rate r is still
a random variable, however, since it depends upon whether and thus the probability of no transition by time T is, from
the state of nature is U or R, and that is itself probabilis- the resulting negative exponential distribution, e-aXT.
tically determined. The pdf for f is easily obtained. The longer derivation is useful, however, in that it indi-
With a total test time of T, the pdf for f is f (r;T) cates a technique to be used again later.
fp(r;; 6(r X)P(U,) + 3(r iA)P(R,) (1) The preceding equations thus show that the pdf of the X /f~(r;T) = 5(r - X)P(U7) + 5(r _ u)P(R7) (1) failure rate f at time r after the start of testing is
where fp(r;T) = b(r - X) T + 6(r - /)(1 -eax7) (7)
P(UT) = Pr {system is in U after total test time}~Note that this expression reflects a probability state-
P(RT) = Pr {system is in R after total test time r}. ment made before the process starts. In other words, we
can interpret the quantities
The delta function notation is used as a convenient way to
write a pdf for the (at this point) discrete random variable __)- rf(r;r) dr = e-aAr + (1 - eaXT) (8)
r. Jo
In what follows we assume that the system starts out in 00
the unrepaired state P. To calculate P(UT) = 1 - P(RT) (r) r [r - E(f;)]2fj(r ;r) dr
we note that the event (UJ) can be decomposed into a
union of the mutually exclusive events (UT,Fi) where6 - (X )2e -aXT( -eaxT) (9)
(Ff) = event {the transition from U to R takes to be the present projection of what the mean and variance
place on the ith failure of the failure rate r will be at time r in the future afterplace on the ith failure corcietsigorrect v testing.
so that These projections are useful in themselves as aids to
co reliability prediction. That is, if we know the values of the
(UT) = U (UT,Fi). (2) unrepaired and repaired failure rates and the value of the
i=1 repair probability a, then (8) gives an estimate7 of what
Since the F1 are mutually exclusive events, we have the reliability will be at some time r after testing begins,
co Co and (9) gives an indication of the preciseness of that
P(UT) = , P(U7,F1) = E P(U7IF1)P(F1). (3) estimate. The behavior of these quantities satisfies intui-
i=l t=~1 tion: the expectation of the failure rate starts off at X and
The number of the failure at which the transition from U approaches i. The variance starts at zero (we know r = X
to ft takes place is geometrically distributed with param- at r = 0 since the system is assumed to start in the unre-
eter a, so that paired state) and returns to zero as T - X (r1 will certainly
P(F1) = a(l-a)t-'. (4) be equal to ,u by that time, as long as a # 0) with an inter-
esting maximum occurring at r = 1n2/aX.
6 The notation iS meant to be mnemonic: Fi= fixed on ith
attempt. 7Optimal for a quadratic utility function.
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Known X and ,: Reliability Infer-ence Combining this result with (14) and performing the
All of the analysis thus far has been made under the summation of (13) yields
consideration that the test was yet to be done. The analysis Xe
-Xr(1 - a)ndt
is extended now to the situation where testing has been P(UrTt) = P(t) (17)
going on for a time r, and n failures have been observed at
times t1, t2, *, tn = t(n), where tn < T < tn+l. (For ease We now turn to calculating P(RTIt) in much the same
in notation we shall now let t - t(n), with the under- fashion:
standing that the vector is of dimension n.) o
Again, assuming still that , and X are deterministic and P(RTrt) = E P(R1fFj,t)P(F4 t). (18)
known, we would like to calculate the appropriate condi-
tional pdf for the failure rate fp(rft,T). To do so we shall Here we see that
need to calculate P(Rr4t). This is shown by appropriately I if i < n
conditioning the terms in (1) P(R,!Fj,t) = i (19)
fp(rjt;r) = a(r - X)P(UT!t) + 6(r - j)P(R,|t). (10) 0, ifi>n
We again make use of the events Fi to write so that
n
co E~~~~~~~~~~~~P(tJFj)a(1 -a)-P(U7,t) = E P(U4|Fj,t)P(F4|t). (11) n Ei=1
~~~~~~~~ P(RT!t) =EP(F4lt) (20)
Now we see that i1 P(t)
P(UIlFi,t) =Pr Ithe system is in U at r given that By the same arguments that lead to (16), we find that wheni <n,
it goes to R at the ith failure, and P(tfFj) = Xe-XtlXe-X(t2-t1)... .Xe-x(t1-ti-1)e-A(ti+1-ti)
failures are observed at t1, t2, t, t,1 . ... e-,(T-tn)dtidt2. dtn
and t,n < r < tn+1±} = XieXt- n ie(Tt)dt. (21)
00, if i < n Using this in (18) gives
1, if i > n (12) X t (t) _ a)1-'dt
so that (11) becomes P(R,lt) = P=1 . 2
00 ~~~~ ~~~~~~~P(t) (2.2)
P(U,tt) = E P(Filt). (13) To evaluate P(t), the common denominator in (17) andi=n+l (22), we note finally that since (RT) and (UT) are ex-
Using Bayes' rule and (4) haustive and mutually exclusive,
P(Fl t) =P(tjFj)a(1 - a)i-1 (14) P(RT!t) + P(UT!t) = 1
P(t) which, by use of (17) and (22), gives
Under the conditions that i > n, i.e., for all terms in the P(Urt) 1 -P(R,lt)
sum in (13), and that, in fact, the ith failure is observed to X I- a)_(23)
lie between t% and ti + dti, we find L(t;X,,u)_(23)
-X(t2_t1) -X(tn-tn_1) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
L(tX,g
P(t!Fj) = [XeXtXeX(t2tl) . Xe-X(tn-tn-i)]
where the function L(t;X,,u) is defined to be
= Xte-XT dt. (16) L(t;X4t) Z XieX tieiet-e(r-tz)a(1 -a)-1=1
The bracketed term of (15) is due to the fact that the + Xne-T(1-a)n
times between the first n failures, given that transition to
occurs at some failure after the nth, are identically dis- Pt/d.(4
tributed exponential RV's with common parameter X\. In Combining all this with (10) gives, for the density function
(15), the term e-X(T-tn) is due to the fact that no failures of the failure rate r with observed failures at t1, ti, ., 4.
are observed in the interval (4.,r). during a test period of length r,
n
5(r -) Ej X1e -ty- e(T~ti)a(1 a)1'l + 5(r - X)XneX(1 -a) ~ (25)
f(t;)= L(t;X,p)
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Equation (25) is the only one necessary to make in- P(A) = F P(A|J = x)fs(x)dx. (29)
ferential statements about the reliability at time r, given _x2
failures at time ti, t2, *,- - tny and given the values of X, , Using this relation, we take the expectation of (28),
and a. For example, let us suppose that uA = 0 (a repaired with the result
system never fails). Since
Xco X00
E(lt;r) = XfFr(jt;r)d} fp (r;T) = f fp (r;Tr, X,M)fx (X,, H)dXd1A.
We now assume that X and ,u are independent, for ease of
we find by using (25) that notation, so that
Er,t;r - /(1-a) +XeeX(Ttt ) (26) fxA(X,A) = fX(X)fa(,).
aA1 a)+Xe-x(T-tn) The discussion, however, can be easily extended to the case
P(U|lt) =.--- 1 - P(R,et) e (27) when they are dependent variables.
a/(1 - a) + e-'(T (27) We shall, for convenience, also drop the conditioning
In this special case inferential statements can be made with event H since all probability statements that will be made
only the information consisting of the length of time since are all eventually conditioned upon this prior experience.
the last failure (r - tn). This, of course, is intuitively clear Performing the indicated integration, we find
since if u = 0 at the time of the last failure the system 0 eXaXr +0(r - )(1- eax)I
could not possibly have been repaired. 0 0
Unknown X and ,: Reliability Projection fx(X)fa(/A)dA
We come now to the more interesting and practical f-(r)earr + f (r) CT(1T-eatr)fx(t)di (30)
situation: the case where the parameters X and A of the o
process are unknown at the start of the testing. Infer- from which we may derive [compare with (8)]
ential statements about the values of these parameters, as
well as the value of r, will come in the next section. Here E(cor)= r TfX()eadt ± (p) (1c e-atT)ft(t)d.
we will be concerned with only deriving predictive results Jo
analogous to those of (8) and (9). (31)
The basic technique used here is to simply consider X
and A to be random variables X and ,, with respective pdf's An expression for V(f;r) to compare with (9) may also be
fX(XAH) and fA(gIH), or possibly a joint pdf fC(X,gA,H). derived, but the specific form is complicated and does not
These a priori density functions are, at least at the start of provide any easy interpretation.
experimentation, most probably subjective ones. That is, As an example of the use of (31), consider the case where,
they represent all information available, at the time, again, l is known and is in fact equal to zero [or, equivalent-
relevant to the failure rates in question and expressed in ly, it is an RV with pdf fr,(gA) = (,u) ]. Then E(r;r), from
terms of an appropriate density function.8 If some quanti- (31), becomes
tative information is available (from previous tests, etc.), co
then of course the event H should include the observation E(f;T) = -f(t)e-ardd. (32)
of all relevant data. °
As a first step, rewrite (7) with the notation expanded to This expected value of failure rate at a time T into the
emphasize the fact that X and ,u are, in that equation, future (under the corrective test program) is mono-
deterministic and have known values X and . Thus letting tonically decreasing in T. Details of the behavior can be
fF(r;,X,p) -f';r1 X= IA=) explored by selecting an appropriate form for the prior pdf
on X. For convenience, we might select for this prior
(8) becomes density function the conjugate form [12] gamma distribu-
tion
fp(r;T,X,,4) = 6(r- - X)eaxT + 6(r -,u)(1- - eax-T) (28)
We now use the well-known fact that, for any proba- 1 Xa-le-", 0 < X < c, a>0,3 >0
bility that is itself conditioned so that it is a function of a f~(X) = P(a) (33)
realization of an 1RV, i.e., P(A|x = x), the unconditioned (0, otherwise
probability is simply the expectation of the conditioned whchatemo ns
one,9 i.e.,
8 The best techniques for producing such subjective functions are, E(X
and will probably always be, subject to a great deal of controversy.
We side-step these philosophical issues here. The interested reader is _ az
referred to the copious literature on the subject, for example [7]. V(X) = -.
9For example, see [11, p. 336]. :3
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Thus this distribution has enough freedom for the fitting Although these equations seem formidable, they are
of a desired mean and variance by appropriate selection of extremely useful and valuable and provide all the informa-
the constants a and F. tion necessary for inferential statements about the system
Putting (33) into (32) yields reliability, given an observed set of failure times.
- (a+) In particular, knowledge of the expected values of the
E(r;r) = E(X) 1 + - random variables X,p, and r, given t, gives the experimenter
\ $ J good estimates of the value of, respectively,
Unknown X and y: Reliability Inference 1) the failure rate before testing began: (37)2) the eventual value of the failure rate after unlimited
The problem of inferring the value of r after the observa- correctional testing: (38)
tion of a data vector t = t(n) is, of course, complicated by 3) the present value of the failure rate: (39).
the fact that now X and ,u are also random variables. A
complete solution must make inferential statements about T
the posterlor dlstrlbutlons for these rates, as well as for . fact been repaired is given directly by (36).
These statements, via the appropriate posterior density As is common in all Bayesian inference schemes, the
functions, may be easily made, however, by the judicial foregoing development is liable, with some justification, to
use of (29). For example, we note that (24) now should be the criticism that the results are dependent upon the par-
written ticular prior distributions used: fA(X) and f,,(,). This isindeed so, but the real concern should be with the sensi-
t
Xe-XT(I - a)n tivity of the results to variations and/or extremes in the
L(t;X,) (34) selection of prior functions. In particular, it is certainly
possible to select the prior distributions with sufficiently
The unconditional probability that the system is still in the large variances, so that the result of the analysis becomes
unrepaired state becomes, using Bayes' rule twice (and relatively independent of the prior expectations.
all limits of integration from 0 to oo), On the other hand, if the failure rates in question are to
= f (ltX ~ g iAf any degree known in advance, it seems unreasonable notP(UT,t) = f .P(U,jl;X = = 1i)f,(X,IAIt)dXdA to allow the analyst to make use of his knowledge-par-
= ff P(UT|t;X = X = ) ticularly for the making of projections.
THE DISCRETE MODEL
ff L(t;X,4)f,;,(X,u)dXdM4 Model Description
ff D/ulrytT4 = Xjp = 4)f~-A(Xjq)dXdA A model similar to the one discussed is now developed= Jk'( ,t"= ,=,f)f,(X,,d)dXd,d for the case where a system exhibits discrete failure be-
fi'L(t;Xg)fx,(Xg)dXdM havior. That is, the system undergoes trials, and at each
ff Xne -11T(J - a) nfk,-(X,IA)dXdA trial the system either succeeds or fails. We assume that
= re 1r t* A)flf-(X,4)dXdg (35) these trials are independent (the equivalent of the assump-ffJ L(t;t,~)f>,,(X,,u)dXd/L tion of exponential behavior for the continuous model). A
In addition, P(RT!t) may be obtained by noting that convenient and appropriate measure of reliability of the
system at any time is simply p = 1 - q, where
P(U,ft) = 1 - P(R7It). (36) p = Pr {success on the next trial}
Similarly, it may be shown that the appropriate pos- q = Pr {failure on the next trial}.
tenior density functions for the rates X1 and ,u are
To model a reliability growth effect, we again consider
= fL(t;1A,X)fi(X)fR(g)dy (37) the system to start in state U, from which it has proba-
fx(IX T) ff L(t;1u,X)f (X)fr( )dXd, bility a of making a transition to state R after every failure.
We then define the probabilities:
f= L(t;,.t,X)fx(X)f,,(gA)dXd/ (38) u = Pr {system fails on a trial given that it is in state U}
wher we avegainlet ~(X,.s) jk()f~( fo eas ofv = Pr {system fails on a trial given that it is in state R} .
notation. The analysis now proceeds exactly as in the preceding
Finally, the same sort of manipulation leads to sections and requires only some obvious notational changes
f# Zxie-Xtirflle-r(r-t)a(1 - a) i'f>,(X)dX + rneTrT(1 - a)"
fp(r|t;r) = i= 1 ~ L(t;X,,.)fx(X)f;,(,s)dXd1i (39)
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(to account for the discrete character of the failure data) we may first of all write
and additions.
Let P(U,jx) = EP(U0,Glx)
x = {xl,x2,... ,x)} = the observed data vector after n
trials, where xi = 0 or 1 as the ith trial results in a co
failure or success, respectively i=
Y= EXk, (i = 1,2, ,n) = the cumulative number ofk=1 The defintion of Gi allows us to write
successes up to and including the ith trial
Zi = i -yi = the cumulative number of failures up to P(U,lGi,x) = 0° .<Zn
and including the ith trial. 1, i > Zn
Known u and v: Reliability Projection since z, is the total number of failures observed in the first
n trials. Thus if i < z_, the transition from U to R hasWe first consider the case where the failure probabilities taken place at or before the nth trial, and the system can-
u and v are deterministic and known. At the end of N notbe in state U at the nth trial.
trials, the system failure probability is the random variable Equation (44) can now be written
q, with pdf fq(q;N) given by
f~(q;N) = 6(q - u)P(UN) + 5(q - v)P(RN) (40) P(Unx) = E P(Gix) (45)
X = ZnJ,lin direct analogy with (1), where
P(UN) = Pr {system is in U after N trials} and, using Bayes' rule,
P(RN) = Pr {system is in R after N trials}. ZP(xjGo)P(Gi)
The value of P(UN) is readily calculated: P(U4Ix) = =2n P(x)
P(UN) = [Pr {system not repaired after one trial} ]N P(G1) is determined from the underlying geometric
= [1 - Pr {system is repaired after one trial} ]N process with parameter a, so that
= [ - au]N
since all the N trials are in the U state, are independent, E P(x|G)a(1-a)'-'
and a failure (with probability u) is necessary before a n P(x)
repair (probability a) is made. Equation (40) then becomes
f~(q;N) = (q - u)(1 - au)N ± a (q _ V)- 1-au)N We now note that when the transition from U to R takes
place at some trial after the nth [i.e., for all terms in the
(41) summation in (46) ], we may write
The expectation of the system failure probability at the P(xJGi) = uzn(1 _ u)2/n (47)
end of N trials is
since all n trials take place while the system is in the U
E(q;N) = J qf~(q;N)dq state. Performing the summation of (46) gives
= u(1 - au)N + v[1 - (1 - au)N] (42) (U uZn - (1 - a)Zn (48)kfljI
~P(x)
Known u and v: Reliability Inference The calculation of P(Rn!x) is also accomplished by use
To make inferential statements about the random of the exhaustive and exclusive character of the events
variable q- and hence p, given that some data have been (Gi), i = 1, 2, , , so that
observed, we proceed again in a fashion similar to that
used in the analysis of the continuous model. In particular, co
we may write for the conditional pdf of q, given the PRx)=Z P n~G,)(1) (49)
observed failure data vector x:
The value of P(RnjUi,x) is simply 1 -P(UnlG1,x), so that
f,,(q!x) = 8(q - u)P(UnIx) + a(q - v)P(R,4x). (43) (49) becomes
By defining the event G7: Zn
Gi= event { the transition from state U to state RtPRx i=ZPGx
takes place immediately after the ith failure} and, using Bayes' rule and P(Gi) = a(1 -a-,
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Zn
E P(xlGi)a(l a)'-'
P(RnIx) = P()(50) 1.8
(The summation is defined to be zero when z,, = 0.) 1.6 f (P)
Finally, we note that when i < z,n, in contrast to (47), -
P(xIGi) = uzi(1 - u)vivzn-Zi(1 _ V)Yn-vi (51) 2-
so that 8 f-()
Z uZi(l U)YiVZn2i(l _ V)Yn-va(l - a)i-1 4
P(RnfX) = P(x)
.0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0
(52) FAILURE RATE
Complete inferential statements about the failure proba- Fig. 1. Prior probability density functions for unrepaired
.. . . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~failurerate X and repaired failure rate 1:i.bility q, given the observed data x, may now be readily
made using the posterior pdf fm(qlx). This has been ob-
tained, essentially, since we now need to simply substitute
the expressions for P(Un x) and P(RnIx) [from (48) and 0
(52), respectively] into (43). Note that the common terms
of P(x) in the denominators of (48) and (52) can be
evaluated by means of
P(U,Ix) + P(R,fx) = 1. 6
Unknown u and v: Reliability Projection .4
When the failure probabilities u and v are unknown, we
proceed exactly as in the continuous case by treating these 2
parameters as random variables uZ and f, with joint prior
pdf fjv(u,v). Again, for ease in presentation we shall 0 o 2 4 6 16
assume that u and v are independent, so that TEST TIME T
Fig. 2. Projected expectation and standard deviation offav(u,v) =-f(u)f(v). system failure rate r as a function of test time.
Use of the technique illustrated by (29) gives the follow-
ing results. (Intermediate steps have been left out. The To keep the expressions concise, we define the following
development parallels that of the continuous case.) The pdf terms:
for the failure probability q at the projected end of N test
trials is P(UniX;U) = UZn(l - U)Yn(l - a)Zn (55)
f-(q;N) = (1 - aq)Nfu(q) + fr(q) P(RZ,x;unv)= Zu(1 -u)YivZn-zi(1 - v)1nYia(_ -
[1 (1at)N]utt (3 (56)
The projected expectation of the failure probability at the P(x;u,v) = P(Un,x;u) + P(Rn,x;u,v) (57)
end of N trials is (1 r1
E(q;N) = Cqf1(q;N)dq P(X) = J J P(x;u,v)fiv(u,v)dudv. (58)
E(q;N) =r qfq(q;N)dq
The posterior density functions of interest then become
= f yf-<t)(I - at)Ndd + E(f) f P(x;u,v)fiv(u,v)dv
* [1 -(1 - a)]Nfs(t)d(. (54) f(uvf~(ux)d
Unknown u and v: Reliability Inference fr(vjx) = ° ()(60)
When a data vector x has been observed, and ul and U are
random variables with prior pdf fVuju,v), conditional den- f1 P(Rn,x;u,q)fiu(u)du -+ P(Un;x,q)
siyfunctions on u, 0 and q canl be derived in a manner f(q(gx) = P61)
parallel to that used for the continuous case. Px
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.4 .4
.2 - .2 -v i]
OBSERVED FAILURE TIMES OBSERVED FAILURE TIMES
O- l;I 0-10 22 4 6 8 10 12 26
TIME t TIME t
Fig. 3. Posterior moments of iurepaired failure rate X, Fig. 5. Posterior moments of system failure rate r
giveni observed failure times. given observed failure times.
1.0 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1.0
.6 E( 7lt)
.4 < 0 .4
[v ()] /
.2 .2 -
OBSERVED FAILURE TIMES OBSERVED FAILURE TIMES
0- 1X 04 I +
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 0 2 4 6 8 10 12
TIME t TIME t
Fig. 4. Posterior momneints of repaired failture rate ,u, Fig. 6. Probability system is repaired, given observed
given observed failure times. failure times.
and the posterior probability that the system has been in knowledge of these rates. The resulting prior density
repaired is functions are
r1 jaP(Rnlx;u,v)f f(u,v)dudv f,(X) = (128/3)X3e-4X
P(RnIx)= P(x (62) fr,(A) = (2048/3),1e-81
which are shown in Fig. 1. The repair probability is
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE: CONTINUOUS MNODEL assumed known and to have value a = 0.25.
Parameters These figures have been selected, not with a physical
A numerical example is now presented to illustrate the example in mind, but with the intention of displaying the
use of the continuous model results. The first task is the underlying features of the model.
assignment of appropriate prior probability density func- To reiterate, we have assumed the following at this
tions for the failure rates X (before repair) and , (after point.
repair). To facilitate calculationsitisconveni1) At the start of testing, the system has a constantfailure rate X that is unknown, but is assigned an expected
necessary, to assume that these random variables are inde- v o . T
11 I 'I . P . III 'I ~value of 1 (per unit time). The precision of this assignmentpendent and have prior density functions representable by i niae yasadr eito f05(e nttm)
the gamma distribution of (33). In our example we shall... 2) After every failure an attempt at repair iS made. This
assume parameters determined according to the prior atep.a.rbbiiya=02 f uceig ..
moments:
~~~~~~~~~~~putting the system in the repaired state.
E(X) = 1 E(M) = 0.5 3) When the system has been repaired, the failure rate
decreases to a constant value ,u which is unknown, butcr(X) = 0.5(P) = 0.25.which from experience or judicious guessing has an
The standard deviation-to-mean ratio of one half for both assigned expectation of 0.5 (per unit time) with an assigned
rates indicates, loosely speaking, the degree of uncertainty standard deviation also of 0.25 (per unit time).
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We now proceed to make statements about 1) the failure
rate after some length of future test time (projection), ,.0-
2) updated estimates of X and ,i on the basis of failure data
gathered during the experiment (inference), and 3) the .8-
system failure rate r after observation of failure data.
Projection 6 e EO-;uK)
Using the values given above, the pdf for the failure 4-
rate r at some time r after the start of the growth program , v*
-ulX)F/'
(as projected before the program starts) is, from (30), .2 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
128r3esr 4096 ~~~~~~~~~~~OBSERVEDFAILURES
fF(r;r) = 13 e [e-r(02544) + 16 - 4 4 8 12 16 20 24L ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~TRIALNUMBE n
(63) Fig. 7. Posterior moments of unrepaired failure probability ui,
The expected value of the failure rate after time r is, from given observed failures.
(31),
E( =128(4 - 0.25T) + 1 (64) 1.0(4 + 0.25,r)2 2.8(II)
8 - A ~~~~~~~E(I-vIX)
This is plotted, along with [V(i) ]l/2, in Fig. 2. . .. . **.*-. @
Inference .6
To make inferential statements about X, Fu and i, a data 4 x
vector is needed. Suppose that failures are observed, after x X X X X x x x x x x x [x
the start of testing, at times 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12, so .2 XX XxX X X
that n = number of failures = 8 and OBSERVERED FAILURES
123481I tI I It ISI iDt = (1,2,3,3,6,8,1,12). 0 4 8 I2 16 20 24
TRIAL NUMBER n
(This data vector was chosen- to intentionally-and
crudely-simulate a repair at t = 4 with a subsequent Fig. 8. Posterior moments of repaired failure probability v,
increase in time between failures from 1 to 2.) given observed failures.
For any time r, (37), (38), and (39) give the pdf for X,
,u, and i, respectively; (7) gives the probability R,(t) that The moments of this function are
the system has been repaired at or before that time. In our
numerical example, we can roughly characterize the pos- -a
terior density functions by their means and standard E(x) -
deviations. For the prior parameters and data vector given
previously, these moments and Rr(t) are shown in Figs. 3 V(x) 2() = (66)
through 6. -+~,i ~ (6
Sensitivity Unfortunately, even this "conjugate prior" form doesnot allow a simple closed form solution of the projection
The model has not been fully evaluated with regard to problem, as exemplified in (53) and (54). This is not to say
the sensitivity of results to values of the prior parameters, that specific projections cannot be made-the associated
errors in assignment of a, etc. However, examples for numerical integrations are straightforward, but have not
various cases have been calculated and are presented in been attempted here.
[15]. The more interesting inferential problem, however, may
be easily computed. Numerical results now simply require
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES: DISCRETE 1\JODEL a set of prior parameters and the subsequent use of (59)
Parameters through (62) as exemplified, for example, by their mo-
For the discrete model, numerical calculations become ments.
simplified when the prior probability density functions for The data vector is assumed to be
the failure probabilitieszu andtU are of the beta family of x- (0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,0)
pdf's, where ~~~~~~~~where0 represents a failure and represents a success.
B(x;a,f) = r($ xal(1 - X)s-a-l (65) Again, this "observed" data vector has been preselected
P(ae)3 - a) to simulate a naively typical result that might appear if
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although a similar one for the discrete case can be directly
1.0 obtained by means of a parallel analysis.
We now assume that a system can exhibit a total of M
.8 independent failure modes by definition characterized by
E( tX) . their distinguishability. We also assume that repair of a
.6. .- ** -** particular mode is possible only at a repair attempt made
. .
* after an observed failure of that mode.
S
.4 | [V0i X) We then define for mode i, i = 1,2, ,M,
. . XX XX x XXXX XXXXxx xxxxX Xi = failureratewhenithmodeisunrepaired
.2-
OBSERVED FAILURES Ai = failure rate when ith mode is repaired
o- OBSERVE2FIR ai=probability of repairing the ith mode given ano 4 8 12 16 20 24 atmti aeTRIAL NUMBtR n attempt iS made.
The entire system will have an overall failure rate r,
Fig. 9. Posterior moments of system failure probability p, whi bytire ofste exoentia l failure raofec
given observed failures. which, by virtue of the exponential failure behavior of each
component, is




- 5 Xi, ith mode is unrepaired
Cx0 .i ui, ith mode is repaired.
.4 *
a.X Following the method of the previous section, we treat
the failure rate for each mode as a random variable fi,
.2
with known pdf fp#(ri) (and thus known moments). By
_*
OBSERVED FAILURESdefinition (67), f is the sum of M random variables, andrT I Ir- r T -T -r T T - _T
4 8 12 16 20 24 thus
TRIAL NUMBER n
f~(r) = frl(rl)*ff1(r2)*.. *frM(rM)(68)
Fig. 10. Probability system is repaired, given observed failures.
where the asterisk indicates the convolution operation.
Because of the independence of the failure modes and
u = 0.5, v = 0.25, and repair took place on the seventh since the repair of any one mode is independent of the
trial (the fourth failure). state of the others, we see that each of the fpi(ri) of (68) is
In assigning values of prior parameters, it becomes con- available from expressions such as (30) (for projection) or
venient to work with the success probabilities 1 - u and (39) (for inference). In these expressions we must only
1 - v, rather than u and v directly. We assume in our replace the parameters (r, X, ,u, a) by (ri, Xi, Ai, ai), and
example that the parameters are as shown in the following note that t now represents the times of occurrences of ith
table: mode failures.
To avoid the complicated evaluation of (68), we note
Standard - that for most practical purposes it suffices to find the first
Probability a d Expectation Deviation two moments of i. Since the ri are independent, we can
1 - u 1 2 0.5 0.2887 immediately write for the expectation and variances:
1 -v 0.3 0.4 0.75 0.3660 M
E(r) = EE(r1)
i=l
The resulting moments of the posterior mass functions M
[see (59) through (61)], as well as P(RnIx) [see (62)], are V(r) = o.2(f) = E5(i).
T?-,'- 17 4-1---1,ln~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~=shown in Figs. 7 through 10.
CONCLUSION
MANFILREMOES: NTAIOALEXENIO A process iS modeled that considers a system to be in
To treat the more realistic case of systems with multiple either a repaired or unrepaired state. The failure rates for
failure modes, we introduce a simple extended model and each state are known in advance to some degree of pre-
notation and then show that this case is solved formally cision. Accumulation of failure data serves, in a natural
by a simple extension of previously obtained solutions. way, to update the knowledge of these state failure rates,
The development here is only for the continuous case and this updating process has been described. The observa-
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